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Policy summary
Abstract
Literature about participatory ecosystem management suggests that stakeholder collaboration enhances
learning. However, empirical evidence for this relation is weak, as evaluations are often based only on
the participants’ perceptions of the collaboration and learning that occurred. With this article, we aim
to extend the empirical knowledge base by thoroughly assessing collaboration and learning in a series
of transboundary scenario workshops concerning future flood management in the Rhine basin. We
assessed whether the participating policymakers and other stakeholders learned, and whether new
knowledge could be attributed to expert knowledge that was presented. To assess learning, we
measured the perspectives of sixteen workshop participants with a Q sorting questionnaire before and
after the series of workshops. The overall perspectives of ten participants changed significantly, and
consensus between the perspectives of all participants’ increased, whereas consensus in a control
group of non-participants decreased. Furthermore, thirteen participants learned about future peak
discharges, and ten of them changed their perspective in the direction of the presented expert
knowledge or related workshop discussions. To explain gained knowledge on future peak discharges,
we assessed the institutional setting, the collaborative process, characteristics of individual
participants, and external influences. The institutional setting supported the collaborative process,
which in turn provided opportunities for adjusting the research to participants’ demands and for
presenting the expert knowledge. However, a comparison of gained knowledge in the participant
group and the control group indicated that the workshops hardly enhanced learning about future peak
discharges. Learning was limited by the low continuity of participation and the limited novelty of the
presented expert knowledge. The greater part of learning that occurred was caused by influences
outside of the workshops, such as other projects and literature.

Recommendations for water management practice
Literature indicates that policymakers and other stakeholders may learn more from researchers about a
water management issue when they collaborate intensively, which means that they:







communicate their own knowledge, values and interests;
try to understand the knowledge, values and interests of others, including researchers, and search
for joint goals;
participate in formulating research;
state their preferences for the use of models and other tools for producing and communicating
expert knowledge;
reflect critically on preliminary and final research results;
use intermediates, e.g., process facilitators, in case of large differences between the involved
policymakers, researchers, and other stakeholders.

The empirical evidence described in this deliverable indicates that such intensive policy-science
collaboration is difficult to establish, and is not the panacea for learning from expert knowledge. It
appeared very difficult to relate the learning that occurred to specific explanatory factors (or the
implementation of specific lessons). Still, the evidence indicates that active participation in workshops
is beneficial for learning and for increasing consensus about the issue at stake. More empirical case
studies are needed to establish more accurate insights in specific factors that influence cognitive
learning and better guidance for policymakers and researchers.
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Introduction

In the management of socio-ecological systems, policymakers and researchers can benefit
from each other. Policymakers can use the expert knowledge that is produced by researchers
to fill in the knowledge gaps with which they are confronted (cf. Weiss 1977). At the same
time, many researchers wish to influence policy, or are confronted with external
requirements for doing policy-relevant research (Martin 2003; Neilson 2001). There are,
however, multiple reasons why research is often not used in policymaking. First, there are
many differences between the policy community and the research community, including
differences in goals and mechanisms for quality control. These differences often cause
misunderstandings between the communities (cf. Borowski and Hare 2006; Caplan 1979;
Weiss 1977). Second, since the 1980s, several developments have occurred that changed the
role of expert knowledge in policymaking. Both insight in the limitations of expert
knowledge, such as inherent uncertainty and assumptions, and, on the other hand, awareness
of the need to take the values and interest of all stakeholders into account increased
(Gibbons, Limoges et al. 1994; Pahl-Wostl 2004).
The differences between science and policy, and the increased influence of society, require
changes to the conditions in which expert knowledge is produced, exchanged and used;
expert knowledge must be considered in the context of the knowledge, values, and interests
of other stakeholders (Dewulf, Craps et al. 2005; Gibbons, Limoges et al. 1994; Wesselink
2007). Collaboration between these stakeholders may support a mutual exchange of
knowledge, values and interests, and may support learning (cf. Boonstra 2004; Busenberg
1999; Gray 1989; Hisschemöller 2005; Muro and Jeffrey 2008; Stringer, Dougill et al.
2006). Learning refers to a process and its outcomes, which can be changes in knowledge,
skills and/or actions (Craps 2003). In this article, we analyze whether collaboration of
researchers, policymakers, and other stakeholders supports the production and exchange of
policy-relevant expert knowledge and learning by policymakers and other stakeholders (cf.
'situated learning' in Sauquet 2004). We assess ‘cognitive learning’ (cf. 'cognitivism' in
Sauquet 2004) exclusively, which we understand as changes in an individual’s perspective
on the issue at stake (cf. 'mental model' in Doyle and Ford 1998).
Collaborative learning is evaluated in a growing number of cases in ecosystem management
practice. Most evaluations are based on participants’ perceptions of the learning that
occurred, on process observations, or both (e.g., Daniels and Walker 1996; Saarikoski 2000;
Steyaert and Jiggins 2007). Since learning is a diffuse and often indirect process, people are
often unaware of their own gains in knowledge and the reasons for them (Weiss 1977).
Therefore, participants’ perceptions of learning may be incomplete, may lack sufficient
detail, and may be biased (cf. Innes and Booher 1999). Process observations may provide
valuable insights in the factors that influence learning, but can in our opinion not sufficiently
reveal the resulting changes in perspectives. We found only one study (Pelletier, Kraak et al.
1999) that assesses cognitive learning with a structured, repeated measurement of
perspectives.
We aimed to add to the existing empirical knowledge by performing a case study concerning
future flood management. We analyzed the collaboration between researchers, policymakers,
and other stakeholders in the German and Dutch parts of the Rhine basin during three
scenario workshops in 2006, 2007, and 2008. At the workshops, all participants shared their
perspectives on scenarios and strategies for future flood management, and three researchers
presented expert knowledge concerning the impact of climate change, land use change, and
retention measures on peak discharges of the Rhine (in short: future peak discharges). The
main goals of the research that is described in this article were to:
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1. Measure the cognitive learning of the policymakers and other stakeholders who
participated in the workshops, focusing on learning about future peak discharges;
2. Assess to what extent the collaborative process and other factors contributed to learning
about future peak discharges.
A secondary goal of the research was to develop a methodology to measure cognitive
learning and to assess the factors that influence cognitive learning in a structured way. We
measured cognitive learning using a repeated Q sorting questionnaire with statements about
future flood management and assessed the factors that influenced learning using, among
others, structured process observations, participants’ workshop evaluations, and interviews.
Section 2 of this article presents a conceptual framework of factors that may influence
cognitive learning from expert knowledge. Section 3 describes the collaborative process in
the case study. Section 4 presents the methodology for measuring cognitive learning and for
assessing the factors that influenced learning. Section 5 presents the cognitive learning that
was measured in the case study and explains the measured knowledge increase using the
factors described in Section 2. Section 6 discusses the methodology and discusses the main
findings in the context of the findings from other research. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the
main conclusions.
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Factors that may influence cognitive learning

Based on a survey of literature, interviews, informal conversations, and feedback on an
earlier paper (Raadgever and Mostert 2007), we identified four groups of factors that may
influence cognitive learning from expert knowledge. These factors concern 1) the
institutional setting, 2) the collaborative process, 3) individual knowledge internalization,
and 4) external influences. We hypothesize that cognitive learning only occurs when all
factors are to some extent supportive to learning; one ‘weak link’ may prevent one or more
individuals from learning.
The first group of factors, the institutional setting, influences learning indirectly. Without an
enabling institutional setting, however, collaboration and learning are not feasible (cf. Folke,
Hahn et al. 2005; Walters 1997). Examples of institutions that support collaboration and
learning are legal prescriptions for collaboration, organizations that operate on the boundary
between science and policy, and those which provide sufficient resources for intensive
interaction (Raadgever, Mostert et al. 2008a).
The second group of factors concerns the collaborative process. The willingness and ability
of policymakers and researchers to collaborate forms the basis for good collaboration and
learning. As mentioned in the introduction, policymakers may be willing to collaborate with
researchers to learn from technical knowledge, and researchers may be willing to collaborate
to influence policy. Limitations to the willingness to collaborate may be caused by negative
collaborative experiences, poor relations and limited trust. Limitations to the ability to
collaborate may be caused by poor understanding of differences between policymakers and
researchers, limited experience with collaboration, or limited time for collaboration. Thus, to
develop willingness and ability to collaborate, it is crucial that policymakers and experts get
to know each other better, and build up good relations and trust (Mostert and Raadgever
2008). An essential step in collaboration is the identification of mutual goals and means of
achieving them. Workshops and other meetings provide a platform for policymakers and
other stakeholders to direct research, and for researchers to present the research and its
results. Overall, intensive collaboration between researchers and policymakers is assumed to
support cognitive learning (Landry, Lamari et al. 2003; Lavis, Robertson et al. 2003).
Intermediates can be involved to support collaboration, for example by ‘translating’ research
findings into a message that is relevant and attractive for policymakers (cf. Guston 2001;
Jasanoff 1990; Lavis, Robertson et al. 2003).
The third group of factors is most directly related to learning, as it concerns the
internalization of knowledge by individual policymakers and societal stakeholders (NGOs,
citizens and businesses). Five factors were identified. First, policymakers are expected to
learn only from expert knowledge which they perceive as relevant (cf. 'action oriented'
knowledge in Weiss 1977). Whether relevant knowledge is produced depends on the
collaborative process; an essential step in the process is a joint research formulation, in
which policymakers and societal stakeholders state their knowledge needs and discuss the
research questions and methods with the researchers (Busenberg 1999; Olsson and
Andersson 2007). Furthermore, to be flexible to changes in knowledge needs, knowledge
should be produced iteratively (cf. Lavis, Robertson et al. 2003; Olsson and Andersson
2007). The second factor, the fit between the content of the expert knowledge and the
perspective of the individual on the issue at stake, is related to the first factor. Individuals are
only expected to learn from expert knowledge that challenges or adds to the technical
knowledge in their original perspective (e.g., about new technologies; Neilson 2001).
Cognitive learning may, however, be limited when the new knowledge conflicts with the
individual’s values and interests. If such a conflict occurs, policymakers may intentionally or
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unintentionally ignore the knowledge or search for knowledge that does support their values
and interests. This is called strategic knowledge use (Beyer 1997; Pelz 1978). Third,
individuals are assumed to learn only from expert knowledge that results from research that
is considered to be of high quality and thus credible (e.g., Neilson 2001; Weiss 1977). The
use of proper tools and methods, along with a critical and transparent discussion of the
knowledge and how it was produced, may increase the perceived research quality (Lavis,
Robertson et al. 2003). Policymakers and societal stakeholders who are familiar with the
research methods are often more critical of research quality. Fourth, the attractiveness and
understandability of the presentation of expert knowledge influence whether it is internalized
(Lavis, Robertson et al. 2003). Cognitive learning from expert knowledge is more probable
when researchers take the preferences concerning knowledge presentation (Dahinden,
Querol et al. 2000) and the knowledge levels of the target audience into account. It may be
necessary to use multiple tools for knowledge transfer, in order to satisfy a variety of
individuals (Olsson and Andersson 2007; Stone, Maxwell et al. 2001). As learning is more
likely in active than in passive situations (Daniels and Walker 1996), active discussion and
interactive tools may increase cognitive learning. The fifth and final factor in this group is
the individual’s field of education and work. This background may influence all other factors
in this group: 1) what information the individual considers relevant, 2) how “up-to-date” the
individual’s knowledge is, 3) how critical the individual is towards the quality of research,
and 4) what type of presentation the individual prefers.
The final group of factors that may influence cognitive learning from expert knowledge is
found outside the collaborative process. Outside the process, individuals may be confronted
with technical knowledge, values and interests that conflict with the presented expert
knowledge within the process. If this is the case, individuals may perceive the latter as less
relevant or less trustworthy. In this case, it may be necessary to pay more attention to the
factors concerning individual knowledge internalization within the process. In addition,
involving the external stakeholders in the collaborative process may be considered to be able
to critically discuss all perspectives within the process. Natural events, such as major floods,
may raise attention and trigger discussions about the issue at stake outside the collaborative
process.
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The collaborative process in the case

This section describes the collaborative process concerning future flood management in the
Lower Rhine basin during the inception phase and the first three workshops. The
collaborative meetings that took place in this period, as well as the number of participants
from different groups, are listed in Table 1. As of when this article was written (mid- 2008),
the process was still ongoing; a final workshop to discuss the final results with interested
stakeholders will take place in 2009.
Table 1. Main collaborative meetings and their participants
Number of participants
Res‡
10 +

Fac§
2

10 +

3

1

21
3

5
10 +

2

12

7

2

1

10

2

10 +

1

1

1

4

2

Workshop 2: Tailoring scenarios to the Rhine
12
5
basin
Jun ‘07
Additional interviews and presentations
8
3
Nov ’07
Multiple meetings to discuss progress and prepare
2
5
- Apr ‘08 Workshop 3
Apr ‘08
Workshop 3: Developing flood management
15
6
strategies
†
Governmental actors (including experts from governmental research institutes)
‡
Researchers (natural and social scientists)
§
Workshop facilitators
|
Societal actors (NGOs, citizens, businesses)

2

Month(s)
Sep Dec ‘05
Dec ‘05
Early ‘06
Apr –
Aug ‘06
Sep ‘06
Nov ’06
- Feb ‘07
Mar ‘07
Mar Apr ‘07
Apr ‘07

Meeting(s)
Multiple meetings to explore collaboration
between ACER, NeWater and WGFM, including
ACER kick-off
Meeting WGFM with presentation
ACER/NeWater
Interviews with WGFM members and others
Multiple meetings to prepare Workshop 1,
including Core group meeting and ACER
progress meeting
Workshop 1: Exploration expected and desired
futures
Multiple meetings to discuss progress and how to
proceed, including ACER meeting
Meeting WGFM with presentation
ACER/NeWater
Multiple meetings to prepare Workshop 2

Gov†
4

Soc|

3

2
1

2
2

7

The collaboration was initiated in 2005 by researchers from the projects ACER
(http://ivm5.ivm.vu.nl/adaptation/project/acer/) and NeWater (http://www.newater.info/).
Through contacts at a Dutch governmental research institute, they established contacts with
the Dutch-German Working Group on Flood Management (WGFM). In the WGFM,
policymakers from several governmental levels in the Netherlands (NL) and NorthrhineWestfalia (NRW) exchange information and perform joint projects. After several meetings
with researchers and policymakers, the following set of joint goals was established: 1) Learn
from each other, in particular from people from the other country and from technical expert
knowledge, 2) Develop scenarios and strategies, 3) Develop a modeling chain to support the
evaluation of strategies, 4) Evaluate the strategies under different scenarios based on jointly
formulated criteria, and 5) Develop a joint vision on future flood management.
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After the involved parties agreed on a joint plan of action, the perspectives of a broad range
of flood management stakeholders, including the members of the WGFM, were explored
using interviews and Q methodology. In preparation of the workshops, a core group of four
researchers and three people from the WGFM discussed how to organize a process of free
thinking and open exchange, and how to produce relevant results. One of the outcomes was
that only WGFM members would be invited to the first workshop. Furthermore, a set
collaboration rules was set-up, e.g., rules for safeguarding anonymity in scientific
publications.
In September 2006, April 2007 and April 2008 three collaborative scenario workshops took
place. The workshops took place in Arnhem and Cologne and lasted for 1-1.5 day(s). The
workshops were co-organized and facilitated by a consultancy specialized in organizing
participatory processes and consisted of 1) presentations from technical experts and others,
2) working sessions in sub groups (See Figure 1), and 3) plenary discussions. The main goals
of the first workshop were to develop commitment to the collaborative process and to
explore future developments. The main goal of the second workshop was to tailor four
scenarios from literature to flood management in the Rhine basin. And the main goal of
workshop 3 was to develop appropriate flood management strategies for each scenario that
was developed at workshop 2. Furthermore, the first modeling results of the ACER project
were presented. Specific goals and activities of each workshop are summarized in Table 2.
Figure 1. Picture of group work during Workshop 1

A major shift in the collaboration took place after workshop 1. At the first WGFM meeting
after the workshop, one of the members spoke out very negatively about the workshop. The
other WGFM members followed his opinion and decided not to collaborate in the project as
closely as before. As possible reasons, one of the involved intermediates mentioned that: 1)
the WGFM was not used to intensive cooperation with researchers, 2) too many new topics
and methods were introduced, 3) the WGFM members gave their daily work more priority
than long-term thinking, 4) the goals were unclear, 5) some of the WGFM members wanted
to keep the collaboration in the WGFM purely technical, and were not willing to participate
in discussions at the strategic or political level, e.g., about the desired situation in 2050.
Upon receiving this message, the researchers decided to continue organizing collaborative
workshops, involving the members of the WGFM that were still interested, as well as
stakeholders from other sectors (e.g., spatial planning), from other German federal states,
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and from NGOs (e.g., citizen’s initiatives). As a result, policymakers (and other
stakeholders) were not so strongly involved anymore in the preparation of workshop 2 and 3.
Furthermore, the number of participants at workshop 2 was similar to the number of
participants at workshop 1, but the participants came from a much broader range of
backgrounds. At workshop 3, the number of participants was even higher than at workshop
2. The continuity of participation was, however, low; many participants attended only one of
the three workshops.
Table 2. Characteristics of collaborative workshops
Location
Length
Goals

Activities

Workshop 1
Arnhem (NL)
1.5 days
- Develop enthusiasm
- Determine process goals,
rules & steps to take
- Explore future
developments and strategies
to reach management goals
1) Introduction project,
participants and
expectations
2) Expert presentations
about future changes in land
use, climate and institutions
3) Presentation results of
the preparatory interviews
4) Cognitive and spatial
mapping of future changes
and their impact on goals
5) Develop future strategies
in sub groups
6) Plenary discussion

Workshop 2
Arnhem (NL)
1 day
- Get acquainted with four
scenarios from literature
- Tailor scenarios towards
Rhine basin

Workshop 3
Cologne (DE)
1 day
- Develop strategies for
each scenario
- Agree on indicators
- Initial evaluation of
strategies

1) Introduction participants
and expectations
2) Presentations project,
climate change modeling,
and scenarios from
literature
3) Headline exercise to get
acquainted with scenarios
4) Tailor scenarios to Rhine
in sub groups
5) Plenary discussion

1) Introduction
participants and
expectations
2) Presentation ACER
modeling and first results
3) Introduction and
prioritization indicators
and measures
4) Prioritize and elaborate
indicators and strategies
for each scenario in sub
groups
5) Plenary discussion and
individual evaluation of
strategies
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4.1 Measuring cognitive learning
Perspectives are cognitive representations of an external reality and the position of the
individual within this reality, as seen by the individual. A perspective includes the
individual’s technical knowledge, values, and interest concerning a certain issue. In the case,
Q methodology (Brown 1980; Stephenson 1953) was used to systematically elicit the
perspectives of individual policymakers and societal stakeholders about future flood
management, and to express the perspectives in an easily comparative form. The individuals
sorted a set of statements about future flood management, which were derived from a series
of exploratory interviews, according to their personal agreement with each statement. As the
individuals had to iteratively assign a fixed number of statements to seven score categories
(See Table 3), they were forced to carefully consider each statement in relation to the other
statements. This forced distribution of statements over score categories decreases the risk of
arbitrary or biased sorting, for example under influence of the respondent’s mood at the time
of sorting, and increases the repeatability of the sort. More information about Q methodology
and how it was applied to elicit individual and group perspectives on future flood
management can be found in Raadgever, Mostert et al. (2008b).
Table 3. Fixed distribution of Q sorting statements over score categories
Meaning
Score category
Number of statements

Most disagree
-3
-2
-1
4
5
9

0
10

1
9

Most agree
2
3
5
4

As cognitive learning can be analyzed as a change in an individual’s perspective, the
participating policymakers and societal stakeholders were asked to perform the Q sorting
before and after their involvement in the collaborative workshops (cf. Pelletier, Kraak et al.
1999, who used a repeated Q sorting to study changes in collective viewpoints after a
participatory planning event). We obtained both an ex ante and an ex post Q sort from 16 of
the 36 participating individuals. They performed the ex ante Q sorting at different times,
ranging from September 2006 (before workshop 1) to April 2008 (before workshop 3), and
the ex post Q sorting in May and June 2008. Eleven of them attended one workshop, four
attended two workshops, and one attended all three workshops. In addition, a control group
of eleven individuals that were not involved in the collaborative process performed the
repeated Q sorting. Both the participant group and the control group included individuals
from government, science and society (citizen’s initiatives, water co-operatives, and
consultants), and came from both Germany and the Netherlands. The participant group,
however, included more stakeholders from national governments and the control group
included more stakeholders from local governments and technical universities.
Based on the obtained repeated Q sorts, we calculated three different measures of changes.
First, we calculated Pearson’s correlation coefficient (for forced distribution data) between
the individual’s ex ante and ex post Q sort. The correlation indicates the degree of individual
cognitive learning about the overall issue of future flood management. Second, we calculated
the change in the average correlation between each pair of individual perspectives. The
change in correlation indicates whether the consensus in the group of individuals increased.
Third, we calculated the difference between the individual’s ex ante and ex post score on
five statements concerning the impact of climate change, land use change, and retention
measures on peak discharges of the Rhine (See Table 4). The number of significant changes
indicates how much each individual learned about this topic. In addition, we assessed
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whether the changes that occurred were in the direction of the expert knowledge that was
presented at the workshop(s) attended by the individual, or in the direction of the workshop
discussions about future peak discharges. To analyze whether changes were in any of these
directions, we determined the Q sort values that reflected the presented expert knowledge
and the content of the arguments made in the discussions best. The content of the knowledge
presented by the researchers and of the knowledge contributed by the participants was in
most cases the same, in some cases complementary and in some cases contradictory.
Changes towards both types of knowledge indicate that the individual learned from the
collaboration, although it does not exclude the possibility that the individual gained
knowledge during other occasions.
Table 4. Q sorting statements concerning the impact of climate change, land use change, and
retention measures on peak discharges of the Rhine
No.

Statement

15

Climate change will significantly increase peak discharges of the Rhine between now and
2050.

16

Floodings in Germany will prevent the occurrence of Rhine discharges larger than 17.000
m3/s at Lobith until 2050.

17

Because the effects of climate change on peak discharges are still unclear and contradictory,
it is better to wait than to take action now.

28

Holding back the water through land use changes and local infiltration upstream in the Rhine
basin is useful to decrease peak discharges on the Lower Rhine.

33

The Rhine countries should develop more controlled retention polders and optimise their use
for the whole Rhine basin.

Finally, the results based on the Q sorts were compared to the participants’ perceptions of the
cognitive learning that took place. These perceptions were assessed with evaluation forms at
the end of each workshop and with final interviews. In the evaluations, the participants were
asked whether they learned from the perspectives of other participants, whether additional
consensus developed, and whether they obtained new technical insights concerning the
future impacts on peak discharges of the Rhine.
4.2 Assessing factors that may explain cognitive learning
We used a broad range of methods to collect and analyze data concerning the presence of
each potential explanatory factor in the case. An overview of the methods that were applied
to assess each group of factor is presented in Table 5. The institutional setting was assessed
by complementing an earlier literature study (Raadgever, Mostert et al. 2008a) with a series
of interviews with flood management stakeholders.
The collaborative process was assessed using a qualitative description of the process, as well
as interaction analysis and content analysis of the workshop discussions. The qualitative
process description included information about the workshops and other meetings: who
participated, in what activities, what the goals and expectations were, whether they were
fulfilled etc. Interaction analysis was performed to assess the character of interaction during
workshops, and the participation of individual participants. For each speech turn, it was
noted who uttered it, whether is was procedural or task-oriented, whether it concerned a
demand for, or provision of, information, and whether it positively or negatively influenced
the atmosphere (cf. Beck and Fisch 2000). Based on these data sets, the equality of the
distribution of contributions over the participants in a workshop and the degree of
participation of individual participants was calculated. Furthermore, the content of the
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recorded and transcribed workshop discussions was analyzed using qualitative analysis
software. The main search was for substantial discussions related to the presented expert
knowledge. In addition, statements concerning the other factors were identified and
analyzed. Due to technical problems, no sound recordings were made during the first day of
workshop 1.

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

Final interviews

Repeated Q sort
control group

Content analysis

Participant
evaluations

Interaction analysis

Qualitative process
description

Initial Q sorting
questionnaire

Initial interviews

Group of influencing factors
1. Institutional setting
2. Collaborative process
3. Individual knowledge internalization
4. External influences

Literature review

Table 5. Methods applied to assess factors that may influence cognitive learning

X
X
X
X

The factors concerning the individual knowledge internalization were only assessed for the
workshop participants that performed both the ex ante and the ex post Q sorting. First,
evaluation forms were used to obtain the participants’ perceptions of 1) the relevance of the
presented expert knowledge, 2) the quality of the presented expert knowledge, and 3) the
attractiveness and comprehensibility of the knowledge presentation. The questions in the
evaluation forms were updated before each workshop, reflecting the development of our
ideas about the factors that may influence cognitive learning. There are some gaps in the data
because the evaluation forms at workshop 1 did not ask for the respondent’s name and
because many participants completed the evaluations of workshop 2 and 3 anonymously as
well. Second, the content of the presented expert knowledge, and of the workshop
discussions, was compared to the individual ex ante perspectives. For each individual, it was
analyzed whether internalization of the presented expert knowledge would require changes
in the initial perspective, and whether the expert knowledge was in conflict with the
individual’s values and interest.
In order to assess the relative influence of external factors, the cognitive learning of the
participant group was compared to the cognitive learning of the control group. After their ex
post Q sorting, the control group was asked in which ways they were confronted with new
knowledge concerning the influence of climate change or flood management measures on
peak discharges of the Rhine between the two Q sorting moments (e.g., via media or
conferences).
After the process and the repeated Q sorting, seven individuals from the participant group,
with different learning patterns and different characteristics concerning the explanatory
factors, were interviewed. We confronted the interviewees with the measured learning and
asked them whether they recognized it. Moreover, we validated the influence of different
explanatory factors. In addition, we interviewed two ACER researchers, in order to obtain
their view on the collaborative process.
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5.1 Cognitive learning about future flood management
First, we calculated the correlation between the ex ante and ex post perspective of each
individual respondent. In the participant group, the correlation ranges from 0.28 to 0.76, with
an average of 0.58. The perspectives of 10 out of 16 participants changed significantly (with
p = 0.05, assuming a test-retest reliability of 0.8). The extent of learning in the control group
is very similar. The average correlation between the ex ante and ex post Q sorts is 0.60, and
six of the eleven individuals changed their perspective significantly. Furthermore, both
groups significantly changed their scores on about 30% of the statements. The topics of the
change, however, differed slightly between the two groups. The participant group learned
more about the future (autonomous developments and the desired future), whereas the
control group learned more about the current situation (See Table 6).
Table 6. Percentage of significant changes in Q sort values per group of statements for the
participant group and for the control group
Total
Participant
group
Control
group

Current /
general

Autonomous
developments

Strategies
/ measures

Goals / desired
future

Future peak
discharges†

30%

27%

29%

30%

36%

29%

29%

34%

20%

29%

31%

30%

†

Five statements concerning the impact of climate change, land use change, and retention measures
on peak discharges of the Rhine (including statements about autonomous developments and strategies
/ measures)

Furthermore, we analyzed whether the consensus between the perspectives in both groups
increased. In the participant group, the average correlation coefficient between each pair of
individual Q sorts increased from 0.30 (ex ante) to 0.33 (ex post). In contrast, the correlation
between the perspectives in the control group decreased from 0.32 to 0.26. The measured
increase in consensus in the participant group is congruent with the development of
consensus as perceived by the participants. After workshop 2 and 3, most participants stated
that mutual agreement concerning possible future scenarios and future flood management
strategies had developed averagely to well. The final interviews also confirmed that the
participants learned from each other. In addition, the interviews revealed that the
collaboration resulted in network building and learning about how to work with scenarios.
Focusing on the five statements about the impact of climate change, land use change, and
retention measures on peak discharges of the Rhine, significant changes in Q sort values
occurred on ca. 30% of the statements, in both the participant group and the control group.
The number of changes per individual ranged from zero to four. Thirteen members of the
participant group and ten members of the control changed their perspective on at least one
statement. For the participant group, we also analyzed whether the significant changes were
in the direction of the presented expert knowledge, or in the direction of the workshop
discussion (See Table 7). For eleven of the 23 significant changes, the ex post Q sorting
value was closer to the value expected based on the presented expert knowledge than the ex
ante Q sort value. The content of the workshop discussions appears to offer a slightly better
prediction of cognitive learning than the content of the presented expert knowledge: fourteen
of the 23 significant changes in Q sorting values were towards the values expected based on
workshop discussions. In total, ten participants changed their score on at least one statement
towards the presented expert knowledge or the workshop discussion. However, two of the
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interviewees in the final round of interviews rejected our finding that they learned about any
of these statements.
Table 7. Significant changes in individual Q sort values on statements about future peak
discharges
Individual
1|
2|

Statements
changed†

Ex
ante
score

Ex
post
score

Expected
value expert
knowledge‡

Change
towards
expert
knowledge?
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
n/a
Yes††
Yes
Yes
n/a
Yes

Expected
value
discussion§

Change
towards
discussion?

28
-3
-1
0
-1
Yes
16
0
2
2
2
Yes
33
-1
1
2
1
Yes
16
1
-2
-1
-1
Yes
3|
17
1
-1
-1
-1
Yes
28
-1
1
n/a
0
Yes††
|¶
15
1
3
2
1
No
4
16
3
1
-1
n/a
n/a
17
-3
-1
-1
0
Yes
28
3
0
n/a
-1
Yes
28
-3
-1
0
-1
Yes
5|
6
n/a
16
2
0
2
No
2
No
7|
33
-1
3
2
Yes
0
Yes††
|
16
1
3
-1
No
3
Yes
8
28
1
-1
n/a
n/a
-1
Yes
33
-1
1
n/a
n/a
2
Yes
9|¶
10
n/a
15
-1
1
2
Yes
1
Yes
11|
33
-1
3
n/a
n/a
2
Yes
-2
n/a
12
17
-3
0
-2
Yes††
13
28
-1
3
0
-1
No
Yes††
14
n/a
2
15
16
1
3
2
Yes††
Yes††
|
15
0
3
3
Yes
2
Yes
16
-2
17
-1
-3
-2
Yes††
Yes††
†
Statements concerning the impact of climate change, land use change, and retention measures on
peak discharges of the Rhine for which the difference between the individual’s ex ante and the ex
post Q sort value is more than 2 points
‡
Based on the expert knowledge presented at the last workshop that the individual attended
§
Based on the workshop discussions that were attended by the individual
|
Differences between the ex ante and ex post Q sort indicate that this individual learned from the
presented expert knowledge or from the related workshop discussion
¶
This individual denied in the final interview to have learned about any of the statements
††
The difference between the ex post Q sort value and the expected value is the same as, or bigger
than, the difference between the ante Q sort value and the expected value

The participants’ evaluations of their own cognitive learning were in most cases congruent
with the learning that was measured with the repeated Q sort. All five participants that stated
in their workshop evaluations that they learned about future peak discharges significantly
changed their perspectives on at least one related statement, but only two changed their
perspectives towards the presented expert knowledge. Of the six participants that stated that
they did not learn about future peak discharges, four did indeed not change their perspective,
one changed it in the expected direction, and one in the opposite direction.
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5.2 Factors that influenced learning from expert knowledge
Finally, the results indicate to which extent the measured gain in knowledge can be
explained by the institutional setting, the collaborative process, individual characteristics,
and external influences. The institutional setting in the Rhine basin supports collaboration
and learning relatively well (Raadgever, Mostert et al. 2008a). In the case study, the research
projects were aimed at collaboration with policymakers, and a budget was reserved for
collaboration. Furthermore, the agreement for transboundary cooperation between the
policymakers in the WGFM included the goal of learning about the impacts of climate
change on flood management. However, most of the policymakers in the WGFM were not
used to cooperating intensively with university researchers. This is one of the factors that
may have resulted in the reduced continuity of participation of WGFM members after
workshop 1.
The qualitative process description indicates that the collaborative process was, in general,
conducive to learning. Most involved stakeholders were willing and able to collaborate. The
researchers actively and persistently tried to convince the policymakers and societal
stakeholders to collaborate intensively, since they needed their input for the scenario
modeling. Furthermore, the researchers demonstrated some flexibility to incorporate aspects
that arose during the collaborative process in the modeling, e.g., a German climate scenario.
Finally, intermediates enabled the collaboration. The governmental research institute knew
both the policymakers and the researchers and helped them to understand each other, and the
consultancy supported the organization of a fair process in which the expectations of all
participants were addressed.
In addition, some limitations to the willingness and ability to collaborate were found. First,
the researchers made many choices concerning the research on their own and were in some
cases afraid to promise the policymakers more than their budget would allow. Second, the
willingness and ability of many policymakers and societal stakeholders to attend multiple
workshops was low, among others due to time constraints and for political reasons (See also
Section 3). As a result, many participants attended only one workshop. This probably had
negative consequences for learning; only five of the eleven individuals who participated in
one workshop learned from the presented expert knowledge or related workshop discussions,
of which two denied to have learned in the final interview, whereas all five individuals who
attended two workshops or more learned from them (See Table 8).
Analysis of the interactions during the workshops indicated that most discussions concerned
the content of future flood management, as intended. Second, the analysis revealed that the
atmosphere during the workshops was very positive. Third, it showed that the number of
contributions to the workshop discussions was, in comparison to the discussions analyzed in
Fietkau and Trénel (2002), more evenly distributed over the participants. In particular,
splitting up participants into sub groups supported more equal participation of all
participants. Active participation in discussions appears to support learning; all active
participants learned from the presented expert knowledge or related workshop discussions
(See Table 8), although one denied this in the final interview. However, some of the least
active participants also learned.
The factors that were hypothesized to directly influence individual knowledge internalization
were, in general, also conducive to cognitive learning, but could not fully explain differences
in individual cognitive learning. First, all participants stated in the workshop evaluations that
the workshop themes and the presented expert knowledge were relevant (See Table 9). From
the final interviews we learned, however, that only a few participants were really interested
in learning from the expert knowledge. Some participants attended the workshops only
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because their superior sent them, others were mainly interested in learning from other
participants, e.g., from other countries, and in learning about the scenario method. Moreover,
all interviewees mentioned that the presented expert knowledge did not significantly add to
the existing body of knowledge, and that this strongly prevented learning from expert
knowledge. Second, a related factor is the link between the content of the individual ex ante
perspectives and the content of the presented expert knowledge. Our analysis revealed no
clear relation between the number of expected significant changes per individual and the
measured cognitive learning. Furthermore, the analysis of ex ante perspectives did not
provide evidence for the influence of individual values and interests on learning from expert
knowledge. Thus, overall, the content of the ex ante perspective did not clearly influence
cognitive learning.
Table 8. Characteristics of individual collaboration
Individual
Workshops attended
Participation in discussion†
1, 2, 3
Strong
1‡
1, 3
Strong
2‡
1, 2
Weak
3‡
2
Weak
4‡§
2, 3
Weak
5‡
6
3
Weak
3
Strong
7‡
2, 3
Strong
8‡
2
Strong
9‡§
10
2
Average
‡
2
Weak
11
12
3
Average
13
3
Weak
14
3
Weak
15
3
Weak
3
Weak
16‡
†
The score categories are based on the number of speech acts uttered by the individual
divided by the average number of speech acts uttered per participant, and averaged over
the discussion in which the individual participated (except for the sub group discussions
that could not be analyzed). When this value was lower than 0.6, the participation is called
weak, when it was 0.6 – 1.2 the participation is called ‘average’, and when it was higher
than 1.2 the participation is called ‘strong’
‡
Differences between the ex ante and ex post Q sort indicate that this individual learned
from the presented expert knowledge or from the related workshop discussions
§
This individual denied in the final interview to have learned about any of the statements

Third, the participants’ evaluations and the final interviews indicated that most participants
trusted the quality of the research and the suitability of the models (See Table 9). The use of
models that were well-established in the policymaking community contributed to this. Only
one of the sixteen individuals considered the discussion of assumptions and uncertainties to
be insufficient. In the final interview, he stated his tendency to only adopt knowledge that is
sufficiently grounded in a broad range of model runs. This explains why the individual
learned very little. Fourth, all expert knowledge presentations were considered sufficiently
attractive. In addition, the presentations at workshops 2 and 3 were considered
comprehensible, and the questions after the presentation were considered well-answered.
The presentations at workshops 1 and 3 were appreciated better than the presentation at
workshop 2, which may have been due to the use of more maps, tables, graphs, and
illustrations at those two workshops. The only individual who scored the expert
presentation(s) below average changed his perspective on future peak discharges quite
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strongly (See Table 9), although he denied this in the final interview. He explained that not
the quality of the presentation, but its already established content prevented him from
learning. Fifth, most individuals had a technical background in engineering or hydrology. All
four individuals without a technical background learned from the presented expert
knowledge or related workshop discussions, although one of them denied to have learned.
Furthermore, the final interviews confirmed that people with a technical background were
more critical towards the quality of the technical knowledge than people without such a
background. Thus, a non-technical background seems to be positive for cognitive learning
from expert knowledge.
Table 9. Results of the participants’ workshop evaluations concerning the presented expert
knowledge
Individual

Perceived relevance†

Perceived trust in research‡

Perceived quality
presentations§
|
n/a
n/a
n/a
1
n/a
n/a
n/a
2|
4††
5††
4††
3|
4|¶
4††
4††
2††
|
††
††
5
4
3
4††
6
n/a
n/a
n/a
7|
4‡‡
4.3‡‡
3.3‡‡
8|
3††
3††
3††
|¶
††
††
4
1
3††
9
10
4††
4††
3††
|
††
††
11
4
4
4††
‡‡
‡‡
12
3
3.3
4‡‡
‡‡
‡‡
13
3.7
4‡‡
3
14
n/a
n/a
n/a
15
4‡‡
3.3‡‡
4‡‡
n/a
n/a
n/a
16|
†
For workshop 2, the only indicator that could be used was the individual’s evaluation of the
relevance of the theme of the workshop. For workshop 3, the individual’s evaluation of the relevance
of the presented expert knowledge was used. For all scores a five-point scale was used (1 = very poor,
…, 5 = very good)
‡
For workshop 2, the individual’s evaluation of the discussion of uncertainty by all presenters is
displayed. For workshop 3, the average of the individual’s evaluation of the suitability of the applied
models, the discussion of relevant uncertainties and assumptions, and the quality of the presented
expert knowledge is displayed. For all scores a five-point scale was used (1 = very poor, …, 5 = very
good)
§
For workshop 2, the individual’s evaluation of the expert presentation is displayed. For workshop 3,
the individual’s evaluation of the expert presentations, their attractiveness and their comprehensibility
is displayed. For all scores a five-point scale was used (1 = very poor, …, 5 = very good)
|
Differences between the ex ante and ex post Q sort indicate that this individual learned from the
presented expert knowledge or from the related workshop discussions
¶
This individual denied in the final interview to have learned about any of the statements
††
Based on the evaluation of workshop 2
‡‡
Based on the evaluation of workshop 3

Comparing the cognitive learning in the control group with the cognitive learning in the
participant group shows that both groups learned to the same extent about the impact of
climate change, land use change, and retention measures on peak discharges of the Rhine.
Furthermore, all final interviewees stated that they learned more about these topics outside
the workshops than at the workshops. Thus, factors external to the analyzed workshops had a
large influence on learning about future peak discharges of the Rhine. As possible sources of
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new technical insights, the participant group and control group mentioned conferences,
participation in (research) projects, discussions with colleagues, reports, news (papers), and
magazines. One member of the control group mentioned that scientists were becoming more
and more certain that climate change will have significant impacts and that this was reflected
in the media. This argument is similar to the argument in the presented expert knowledge.
The overlap between the expert knowledge discussed within and outside the collaboration
process makes it very difficult to determine what made participants change their
perspectives.
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Discussion

Cognitive learning is a diffuse process of which the individual learner is often unconscious
(Weiss 1977). Our study shows that a repeated Q sort can be used to reveal cognitive
learning. One interviewee in the final interview round stated that Q sorting is good because it
forces you to be accurate. The final interviews, however, also revealed some potential
weaknesses of the methodology. Four of the seven interviewees stated that a Q sort depends
very much on the interpretation of a statement and on the emphasis that the individual wants
to make. The interpretation and intended emphasis would be strongly dependent on the
moment of sorting. Three of the seven interviewees went a step further by stating that for
certain statements, the recorded ex ante or ex post scores were incorrect. One interviewee
stated that he got so frustrated with the (ex post) sorting task, that he completed the sorting
rather inaccurately. These findings point to the need to keep the number of statements
limited, and to confront respondents with (the differences between) their ex ante and ex post
Q sort. This way, the content of perspectives and changes therein can be better understood,
and major errors resulting from the sorting task can be filtered out. Furthermore, these
findings reveal the uncertainty in our research results. For two people that we identified as
‘learners from expert knowledge or related workshop discussions’ based on the repeated Q
sort, we cannot be sure about their learning based on the final interviews. This makes it more
difficult to draw conclusions about the factors that influenced learning.
The repeated Q sorting indicates that ca. 60% of the participants significantly changed their
overall perspective concerning the issue at stake. Furthermore, the repeated Q sorting
indicates that ca. 80% of the participants changed their perspective on at least one statement
concerning future peak discharges, and ca. 60% changed their agreement with these
statements towards the content of the presented knowledge or related workshop discussions.
The finding that not all presented expert knowledge was incorporated in the individual
perspectives of the participants reveals that there are barriers to learning from expert
knowledge. These findings add to the existing empirical evidence that cognitive learning in
participatory ecosystem management occurs (e.g., Daniels and Walker 1996; Pelletier, Kraak
et al. 1999; Saarikoski 2000; Steyaert and Jiggins 2007), but that there are also barriers to
learning, such as limited opportunities for discussion (Saarikoski 2000).
The comparison of cognitive learning in both a participant group and a control group
resulted in more interesting insights. First, the perspectives in the participant group
converged, whereas the perspectives in the control group diverged. This finding adds to the
existing empirical evidence that collaboration can lead to more consensus (e.g., Saarikoski
2000; Steyaert and Jiggins 2007). Second, the analysis of learning in both groups allowed for
studying the relative influence of the collaborative process and external factors. The finding
that the control group changed their perspectives about future peak discharges to the same
extent as the participant group indicates that the collaborative process did not cause a lot of
learning on this subject in addition to the ‘autonomous learning’ from meetings and literature
external to the collaborative process. This can be largely explained by the limited amount of
‘new’ scientific insights that were presented during the process. However, the findings that
the participant group learned more about the topics that were discussed during the workshops
and that their perspectives converged instead of diverged indicates that the workshops did
have some effect. We did not find any other study that analyzed cognitive learning in a
control group and with which we could compare our results.
All in all, our empirical evidence gives no definitive answers to the question of how
researchers and policymakers should collaborate in order to learn from expert knowledge.
The literature summarized in Section 2 provides some helpful, general suggestions.
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However, we think that the specific context strongly influences collaboration and learning.
To obtain more insights in collaboration and learning in different contexts, more case studies
are needed in which cognitive learning is measured and related to the collaborative process
and other factors. We think that the relation between collaboration and cognitive learning
will be more obvious in cases in which 1) more new expert knowledge is produced, 2) expert
knowledge is directly needed for decision-making, and 3) external influences on cognitive
learning about the issue at stake are relatively small. Furthermore, it would be interesting to
extend our research approach in order to cover more aspects of collaboration and learning for
managing social ecological systems. We think it would be worthwhile to perform case
studies in which 1) cognitive learning by researchers is measured as well, 2) collaboration
with societal actors plays a larger role, and/or 3) other types of learning, such as new policies
or new skills, are evaluated.
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Conclusion

The research described in this article aimed to provide empirical evidence for the relation
between science-policy collaboration and cognitive learning from expert knowledge. To that
end, we measured whether policymakers and other stakeholders learned from the expert
knowledge that was presented during three workshops concerning future flood management
in the Rhine basin and assessed which factors could explain the learning that took place. A
secondary goal was to develop a methodology to assess collaboration and learning using
structured measurements and process observations, in addition to participants’ perceptions.
We measured the perspectives of sixteen workshop participants before and after a series of
workshops, using a repeated Q sorting questionnaire. The analysis revealed a significant
change in the overall perspectives on future flood management of ten participants.
Furthermore, consensus between the individual perspectives increased, whereas it decreased
in a control group. The analysis focused on cognitive learning from the presented expert
knowledge concerning the impact of climate change, land use change and retention measures
on peak discharges of the Rhine. Eight individuals appeared to have learned from the
presented expert knowledge, and an additional two from related workshop discussions.
Based on literature study and discussions, we identified four groups of factors that may
influence cognitive learning about future peak discharges: the institutional setting, the
collaborative process, individual characteristics, and external influences. We assessed
whether each of these factors supported cognitive learning in the case study with multiple
methods: literature study, qualitative process description, interviews, analysis of initial Q
sorts, interaction analysis and content analysis of workshop discussions, participants’
evaluations of workshops, and a control group for the repeated Q sorting. The institutional
setting and the collaborative process supported cognitive learning indirectly. The
collaborative process supported, at least to some extent, the development of relevant expert
knowledge and trust in the research quality. The researchers adopted models that were wellestablished and trusted by the participating policymakers. The participants without a
technical background were not as critical towards the quality of the research anyway.
Furthermore, the workshop provided a platform for presenting and discussing expert
knowledge. The participants who attended multiple workshops and participated actively in
the discussion learned most. Many participants, however, attended only one workshop,
which decreased their learning. Another factor that prevented learning was that the presented
expert knowledge did not add much to the large existing body of knowledge about future
peak discharges of the Rhine. Finally, the measurement of cognitive learning in a control
group showed that influences external to the collaborative process, such as other conferences
and the media, accounted for a large proportion of the cognitive learning that took place.
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